Transfer functions models of linear systems are a well established tool for the design and analysis of one-dimensional systems. This is not the case for multidimensional physical systems, given in terms of initial boundary value problems. Here, the only mathematical description of widespread use are partial di erential equations. This contribution shows, how the one-dimensional transfer function concept can be generalized to multidimensional systems with initial and boundary conditions. The idea is rst introduced by a simple example and then extended to arbitrary spatial dimensions, general boundary conditions, space dependent coe cients and non self-adjoint di erential operators.
Introduction
Dynamical physical systems with lumped parameters are mathematically described by ordinary di erential equations with respect to time. Furthermore, a variety of other models exists, like state space models, ow graphs, network descriptions, etc. Many advances in the design, control, and simulation of lumped parameter systems are based on the choice of appropriate models. Especially transfer function models are very popular in electrical engineering and control theory.
The situation is di erent for physical systems with distributed parameters. They constitute multidimensional (MD) systems with time and space as independent variables. Their behaviour is largely determined by initial conditions for the time coordinate and by boundary conditions for the space coordinates. We call them MD physical systems, to make a distinction from other MD systems, which do not take initial and boundary conditions into account (e.g. image processing systems).
The most popular kind of models for MD physical systems are partial di erential equations with properly posed initial and boundary conditions. However, they do not exhibit the kind of intuitive insight delivered by graphical or transfer function models. An approach to a graphical description of physical MD systems are MD Kirchho circuits as presented e.g. in 8]. They give not only a descriptive representation of the physical system, but also lead to a special kind of discrete realization with advantageous properties, the MD wave digital lters 7] . On the other hand, MD Kirchho circuits represent only the PDE itself and contain no information on the initial and boundary conditions. This contribution takes a di erent approach by extending the concept of transfer function models based on functional transformations to multidimensional systems. It is a generalization of the functional transformation approach presented in 13]. This kind of transfer function models is especially suited for time and space dependent physical systems with bounded domains, i.e. systems with initial and boundary conditions.
The starting point is a very simple parabolic problem with only one spatial dimension and boundary conditions of the rst kind. It serves to present the key elements of this approach: The choice of the proper functional transformations with respect to time and space, which correctly consider initial and boundary conditions. The results of this introductory example are then generalized into several directions: arbitrary spatial dimensions, general boundary conditions, space dependent coe cients and non self-adjoint di erential operators. 
Problem description
We introduce the idea of a transfer function model for MD physical systems by a simple heat ow problem. Fig. 1 shows the cross section of a homogeneous wall with thickness d for a certain point in time t. There are no internal heat sources, but the temperature y(x; t) is determined by the initial temperature distribution y i (x) at t = 0 and by the prescribed surface temperatures 0 (t) at x = 0 and 1 (t) at x = d (boundary conditions of the rst kind). The PDE description of this problem is given in terms of the heat ow equation (1), the initial condition (2) and the boundary conditions (3, 4) . First order derivation with respect to time t and second order derivation with respect to the space coordinate x are denoted by _ y and y 00 , respectively. _ y(x; t) ? y 00 (x; t) = 0; In this simple case, it is well known 1, 4, 6] that a suitable spatial transformation is given by the nite sine transformation with the discrete spatial frequency variable (temporal frequency variable s omitted)
The di erentiation theorem of this transformation is readily derived using integration by parts (9) Note the formal similarity to the di erentiation theorem of the Laplace transformation: The transform of the derived quantity equals the transform of the underived quantity times (a power of) the frequency variable plus an additive term, which depends on the initial or boundary values, respectively.
Application of the spatial transformation T to the boundary value problem removes the spatial derivatives and results in a purely algebraic equation
Transfer function model
The transfer function model for this example follows by solving (10) 
There are theoretical and practical bene ts to be drawn from this transfer function model. On the theoretical side, the behaviour of the MD system, which is not directly obvious from the PDE (1), can be investigated by inspection of the transfer functions G i ( ; s) and G b ( ; s). Stability considerations, frequency domain properties, and the response to initial and boundary values can be deduced from (12) in much the same way as in the familiar case of one-dimensional systems. As a practical bene t, transfer function models provide a starting point for the derivation of discrete simulation models, which can be realized e ciently using signal processing methods.
Generalization
The results compiled so far can be obtained with classical methods, e.g. separation of variables. However, most textbooks covering the solution of PDEs by in nite series expansions either stop at this level, refering the reader to numerical methods for more complicated problems, or give analytical solutions for selected problems which can be expanded into special mathematical functions (trigonometric, Bessel, Hankel, etc.) 2, 5].
Our intent here is to provide a framework for deriving transfer function models for general MD systems. We are not concerned with analytical expressions for the solution of PDEs, but with a general model for MD systems. In other words, our focus is on the description of the MD system itself, not on the representation of output functions produced by this system. We will approach this aim by compiling the results of the above example in a form that easily generalizes to more complicated problems. It turns out that this general formulation comprises most of the cases considered in the sequel, with proper generalization of the notation.
At After having compiled the results of our example problem in general notation, we now generalize the derivation of transfer function models to more advanced problems.
Advanced problems
The heat ow problem from Fig. 1 contains some simpli cations which are not typical for practical problems:
The PDE (1) is given in normalized variables, which is only suitable for constant coe cients. In general, one has to consider spatially varying material properties, resulting in space dependent coe cients. The boundary conditions (3, 4) prescribe the temperatures on the wall surfaces. This constitutes the most simple case of boundary conditions of the rst kind. Technically relevant are also conditions where the surface heat ux is prescribed (second kind) and where the surface heat ux dependents on the surface temperature (third kind). A reduction to a spatially one-dimensional problem is only allowed, when all heat uxes perpendicular to the x-direction are zero. Otherwise two or three spatial dimensions have to be considered.
The second order spatial derivative in (1) is a very simple spatial di erentiation operator. Other types of physical phenomena lead to more complicated operators, which may not even be selfadjoint. We will explore these points step by step in the following subsections.
Space dependent coe cients
At rst we consider the case where the heat capacity c(x) and the thermal conductivity (x) of the material in Fig. 1 vary with the space coordinate x. Then the heat ow equation (1) and the boundary value problem (7) from which the proper di erentiation theorem can be obtained. Application of the spatial transformation to the boundary value problem (21) and derivation of the transfer function model (11) work as described above.
Boundary conditions
The representation of (18) by the boundary operators f b and g b is not unique. The existing degree of freedom can be exploited to consider boundary conditions of the rst, second and third kind. The idea is to cancel the rst term on the right hand side of (18) with the help of (16) and to express the second term by the boundary values from (14). Table 1 
Integration by parts works no longer for three dimensions. Instead, Green's formula provides the required relation between hLfY g; Ki and hY; LfKgi. 
General di erential operators
The heat ow problem considered so far is characterized by a self-adjoint spatial di erentiation operator L. This is the reason, why the transform T fLfY gg = hLfY g; Ki 
This is an obvious generalization of the di erentiation theorem (19), which follows from (32) forL = L, i.e. for self-adjoint operators.
Summary
The generalizations performed in the last subsections showed, that the approach rst applied to the simple problem of Fig. 1 is indeed the basis for building transfer function models for a much wider class of MD physical systems. The procedure may be summarized as follows: Apply Laplace transformation to the time variable to turn the PDE description into a boundary value problem for the space variable (see (13, 14) , (21), (28) Use the di erentiation theorem to convert the boundary value problem into an algebraic equation (see 10)). Solve it for the transformed output Y ( ; s) and obtain the desired transfer function description. For non self-adjoint spatial di erentiation operators L, determine the adjoint operatorL = L and apply Green's formula in the form of (31).
Application of transfer function models
The application of MD transfer function models for the derivation of discrete simulation models has already been mentioned in section 2.4. A discussion of this procedure is given in 13] and the literature cited there. The main di erence to other numerical methods for solving PDEs is that there is no need for employing a large number of grid points in time and space in order to obtain an accurate solution. Moreover, these discrete models are well suited for computer implementation since they require only addition, multiplication and delay elements and are free from iterative loops. The favourable numerical performance of these simulation models has been compared to nite di erence and nite element methods in 11, 12].
Conclusions
The transfer function concept | well known from the one-dimensional case | has been extended to MD physical systems with initial and boundary conditions. The procedure is straightforward and for simple MD problems it can be carried out with elementary mathematical methods. However the key elements are the same also for more complicated systems of practical importance. They main steps are the application of suitable functional transformations for the time and space variables. For the time variable, Laplace transformation turns an initial boundary value problem into a pure boundary value problem for the space variable. The initial conditions are included as an additive term by virtue of the di erentiation theorem of the Laplace tramsformation. The same behaviour with respect to the boundary conditions can be achieved, when the transformation for the space variables is constructed properly from the associated Sturm-Liouville problem. In this way, transfer function models can be constructed for problems with space dependent coe cients, general linear boundary conditions, three-dimensional spatial coordinates, and general self-adjoint or non self-adjoint spatial di erentiation operators.
